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Ruiz goes over themes of what has been heard.
Boundary changes:  What kind of transportation changes will be needed and how will families access
further schools? Another theme is to have small children avoid crossing major streets.  Minimize those
crossings, and maybe



Clarke presented a couple of questions to the committee. Asking the committee what currently everyone
is doing? And who is missing; what was heard at the November 4 meeting and strategies to reach them.
Direct strategies to reach out and connect.
She added are there any Community-Based organizations (CBO)’s or anything we are missing that they
can point us to?
She then went over the community engagement dates in December.
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Clarke wanted to get feedback from who is missing? She named some strategies and how to get the
word out.
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● Feedback from the Latinx community says this format does not work. Phone calls work.
● Somali community shares having a person on-site works
● Marysville shared their maps during drop-offs
● Person to Person contact works as well as paper flyers. Gives an opportunity to engage in

discussion
● Community Engagement Liaison services
● The importance of the 1:1 conversations. Schools working together with parents are working

together.
● Paper flyers. Choice of words can be lost in translation.
● Parent-teacher conferences-teachers be a source of outreach? Having those links ready upfront

would be helpful.
Added more time for Large Discussion:

If we postpone until 2023 then we risk putting the outer SE schools. Can this be expanded?

Is the plan to leave schools at 101+ capacity with no plan to fix that as of now?

It’s hard to look at boundaries when the programs are not set.

When talking about how robust enrollment is one of the things that provide an equitable
educational experience, and the schools with the most robust enrollment in SE (many to the
point of overcrowding which also is problematic) are the inner SE schools that are mostly the
most affluent, resourced schools in the region, how does that align with the district’s equity
goals?

Understanding the history of some of these boundaries.

The goal of minimizin¡ rs¡̾  at ens. 
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